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Introduction
Military and internal security institutions
operating under the umbrella of the security
bureaucracy in Iraq have been among the
most important public institutions during most
periods of the country’s modern history. The
security agencies under the control of the
Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Defence
and the Prime Ministry and, in particular, the
Iraqi Armed Forces, have been highly influential
in the military and political process of the
country since the founding of Iraq in 1921.
Despite several revisions made in their roles
by the Baath regime, which took over the administration after the coup against former
Iraqi President Abd al-Rahman Aref, the importance of these security agencies has not
changed. On the contrary it has further increased. Especially after Saddam Hussein became the head of state in 1979, the position
and influence of military institutions at the
administrative level have distinctively stood
out.
After the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime
following the US invasion in 2003, Paul Bremer,
Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority, and US Administrator for Iraq, completely dissolved the security agencies of the
Saddam era and these institutions were gradually restructured throughout the occupation
period. The diversity of security threats in the
country and the differences in the political
doctrines of successive governments have
played a major role in the formation of new
security agencies and in the shaping of the
security structure after the occupation. However, differences between the security doctrine
of the internal security institutions and the
military doctrine of the armed forces have affected the working of the institutional system.
In the political order established after the occupation, the security agencies have been seReport No: 17

verely affected by the quota system built on
ethnic and sectarian fault lines. The institutions
came under question following the emergence
of the terrorist organization, ISIS, in 2014 and
following its defeat. Swift appointments to
security agencies by Prime Minister Mustafa
Al-Kadhimi, who took office in May 2020, and
his statements on restructuring these institutions have increased the expectations for
transforming these institutions.

Military and internal security
institutions, the Ministry of
Defence, the Ministry of the
Interior and the Prime Ministry
operating under the Federal Iraqi
Administration are formed
according to the ethnic and
sectarian distribution in the
administrative structure of Iraq.

Military and internal security institutions,
the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of the
Interior and the Prime Ministry operating
under the Federal Iraqi Administration are
formed according to the ethnic and sectarian
distribution in the administrative structure of
Iraq. Furthermore, the Hashd al-Shaabi (Popular Mobilization Forces) organization, which
is considered relatively new compared to other
organizations established during the fight
against ISIS and operates as the umbrella organization of militia groups, has generally acquired a Shia-dominated colour although it
contains a small number of different ethnic
and religious groups. Hashd al-Shaabi was
attached to the Prime Minister on 24th February
2016 in accordance with the Decree No. 91 of
the Iraqi Prime Ministry Council but has failed
to be fully positioned in Iraqi security agencies.
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Despite still maintaining its militia character,
its official nature requires us to address Hashd
al-Shaabi in this study.
Furthermore, according to the political
agreements setting the nature of the relationship between the Iraqi central government
and the Iraqi Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG) after 2003, Iraqi security agencies operate in all regions in the country except the
provinces of Erbil, Duhok, and Sulaymaniyah,
which together form the KRG. The KRG has
its own security and military institutions. Despite having legal grounds in the Iraqi security
bureaucracy, the Peshmerga forces, the military forces of the KRG, are not included in
this report. Although the Peshmerga forces
are among the security agencies of the federal
Iraq, they will be considered as the subject of
another study since they operate within the
borders of the KRG with some minor exceptions
such as being included in the Joint Operations
Command and serving as the Presidential
Protection Unit.
The readers of this report will notice that
the ethnic and sectarian identities of the
leaders of the institutions in the security structuring are underlined. This categorization is
made to point at how and to what extent the
quota system established after 2003 is reflected
on institutions. Its aim is not to target the
quota system or to provoke any criticism
against it. This report aims to explain the
structure and duties of the security institutions
in the country, avoids argumentative style
while doing this, and is divided into three
parts. The first part discusses the restructuring
of security and military agencies in Iraq after
2003. The second part addresses the constitutional status of security agencies in Iraq.
The third and last part examines the structure
and duties of the institutions mentioned above.

1) Restructuring of Security
Agencies After 2003
The US occupation in 2003 caused political,
economic, social, military crises and transformations in Iraq. On 23rd May 2003, the
Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) adopted
Order Number 2 signed by Paul Bremer, head
of the CPA.1 Although Bremer said in a message sent to Secretary of Defence Donald
Rumsfeld on 19th May 2003, before the order
was issued, that “the decision would affect a
large number of people”, the dissolution
process continued.2 In accordance with this
order, the entire military, security and intelligence infrastructure of Saddam Hussein’s
regime in Iraq existing prior to the US occupation was dissolved on the grounds that it
was representing the concept of “oppressive”
power. In this context, among the institutions
that were decided to be dissolved were the
Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Military
Affairs, the Iraqi Intelligence Service, the National Security Bureau, the Ministry of Information, Ministry of Military Affairs, the National
Security Bureau, the Directorate of National
Security, the Special Security Organization,
the Iraqi Army, the Air Force, the Navy, the
Air Defence Force and other regular military
services, the Republican Guard, the Special
Republican Guard, the Directorate of Military
Intelligence, the Al-Quds Force, the Emergency
Forces (Quwat Al-Tawari), as well as paramilitary groups such as Fedayeen Saddam.
However, the US, through its civil and military authority in Iraq, wanted to urgently find
alternatives to the dissolved security agencies,
which left almost 400 thousand Iraqis unemployed, especially after increases in incidents
such as terrorism, chaos, looting, theft and
assaults. In this context, the CPA started first
to work for the establishment of the Iraqi
Police Service to restore security and stability
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in Iraq. The first step to re-establish the police
force was to resume the duties of the police
officers, who were removed from the police
service during the Baath regime, at the headquarters of the Iraqi Police College in Baghdad.
Thanks to the volunteering police officers previously removed from their posts, the first
unit of the Police Service was established and
started to work under US supervision. More
than 15 thousand people joined this newly
established unit until July 2003, while in August
this figure reached 32 thousand. However,
underlining that this number was insufficient,
Bremer states in his book that, “for adequate
security, a country needed a police officer for
every 300 to 350 citizens, Iraq needed 65 thousand to 75 thousand police officers, and today,
at best, there were about 32 thousand police
officers”.3 After the establishment of the Ministry of the Interior and the increase in the
number of those involved in the security unit,
police units were established for traffic, fighting
crime and protecting important institutions.
Courses were organized in Jordan, Egypt,
and the United Arab Emirates to train the
personnel of the new security institutions.
The intensive training programmes could not
yield the desired outcome and the offices of
the newly established security agencies were
accused of “cooperating with the US occupation
forces” by armed groups opposing the US occupation. They were subjected to violent terrorist attacks. While the police stations in the
big cities of Iraq were initially protected by
the US forces, the Iraqi police afterwards supported the US forces in raids and arrests.
However, in several cities such as Ramadi,
Kirkuk, Karbala, Babylon, Baqubah, Mosul
and Fallujah, the members of the new security
agencies lost their lives as the targets of assassinations and vehicle bombs, which resulted
in a significant number of resignations from
security agencies. On the other hand, the alReport No: 17

location of financial incentives such as a risk
premium for the personnel in police units enabled a more organized and active operation
of the units.
In 2004, different ideas were put forward
by the US regarding the expansion of NATO’s
activities in Iraq. As a matter of fact, NATO
has sought ways to establish stronger cooperation with Middle Eastern countries with an
initiative launched at the Istanbul Cooperation
Summit held in June 2004. During the NATO
summit in Istanbul, at the request of the Iraqi
government, an agreement was reached for
training Iraqi security forces and a NATO
Training Mission was established in Iraq and
the US Lieutenant General David H. Petraeus
was assigned as the head of that mission. On
1st December 2004, a NATO office was opened
in the sheltered Green Zone in Baghdad with
the instructions of the then Secretary General
of NATO, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer.4 In addition,
Iraqi military officers and a command echelon
were trained at the NATO Joint Warfare Centre
in Norway in the areas such as peace-support
operations, military-civilian cooperation, NATO
operational planning procedures, NATO information and intelligence procedures, military-medical operations, protection of civilians,
and the roles of international and civil society
organizations. NATO’s mission in Iraq has
been listed as providing technical assistance
to Iraqi security forces, supplying the necessary
military equipment, training Iraqi units against
armed attacks against NATO forces and Iraqi
security forces, as well as providing the necessary tools for the preparation of the Iraqi
security strategy.5
The US has also been quick to set up an
intelligence service in Iraq to monitor the security situation in Iraq and infiltrations from
borders. Because the US forces claimed that
al-Qaeda was behind those infiltrations, which
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was destabilizing the security and political
situation in Iraq, and that the organization
was planning to fight the occupation forces.
The first phase of the establishment of this
service was initiated with the elements of opposition operating abroad. The idea of establishing a new intelligence service emerged
under the leadership of Ayad Allawi, leader of
the Iraqi National Reconciliation Movement,
and the Minister of Interior Nuri al-Badran, a
member of the Al-Wefaq Movement. Indeed,
Paul Bremer announced on 4th April 2004 that
Mohammed Abdullah al-Shahwani, an Iraqi
opponent living in the US, would be appointed
to the head of the newly established Iraqi National Intelligence Service.6 The former employees of the intelligence services that were
closed were contacted and interviews were
made to make use of their experience in the
intelligence service. On the other hand, some
of the employees of the newly established intelligence service were sent to the US for
training.
Efforts for establishing an intelligence
service under the leadership of the US, as
well as restructuring the Iraqi army were accelerated. In this regard, the CPA issued on
7th August 2003 Order Number 22, which envisaged the establishment of a new army in
Iraq.7 The first armed troops formed in accordance with this order were named National
Guard Forces. The CPA also promulgated
Order Number 67 regarding the establishment
of a new Ministry of Defence in March 2004 to
replace the former Ministry of Defence dissolved in accordance with Order Number 2 of
May 2003. Following the re-establishment of
the Ministry of Defence, the National Guard
Forces designation was changed to the Iraqi
Army. In addition, an 8-person staff officer
delegation participated in a training programme
organized in the US to support Ali Abd alAmir Allawi, who was appointed by the Iraqi

Interim Government as the Minister of Defence.
In this period, during which ground, naval and
air forces were also re-established, the training
of these new forces was carried out in the
KRG after the formation of a staff delegation
that would take control of the Iraqi military
force. On the other hand, the CPA issued on
7th June 2004, Order Number 91 on the inclusion of militia elements in the new Iraqi Army.8
This order is considered the most dangerous
decision the US has taken regarding the Iraqi
Army. Indeed, the conditions of merit were
ignored with this order and high military ranks
were granted to militias. The members of
militia groups that obtained military ranks
went beyond the hierarchy within the army
and acted in line with the orders and directives
of their own parties, not the military leaders.
This has weakened the army and negatively
affected the performance and combat efficiency
of the army.
In addition, the bombing of Imam al-Askari’s
Tomb in Samarra, one of the most sacred
places for Iraqi Shiites, on 22nd February 2006
in a process during which al-Qaeda consolidated its power in Sunni regions, triggered a
civil war that left deep traces between Shiites
and Sunnis. The civil war has not only forced
the US military presence in the country to
transform, but also caused the Iraqi security
forces to strengthen their reflexes. The US
changed its strategy in 2007 and has shifted
to the concept of field dominance. The Baker-Hamilton Plan, which was shared by a
commission named the Iraq Working Group,
appointed by the US Congress after an eightmonth study in 2007, suggested the complete
withdrawal of US forces by early 2008. This
has raised questions about the competence
of Iraqi security forces alone against the dangers in the country. However, Ryan Crocker
was appointed as US Ambassador to Baghdad
in March 2007, one of the most difficult times
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of the occupation, after the appointment of
US Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad. Khalilzad
had conducted intense talks with tribal leaders
and former Baath members to stop the civil
war as the United Nations Permanent Representative and has been the implementer of
Washington’s new policy of suppressing the
civil war defined as “surge” with David Petraeus. Petraeus was appointed as the head
of US forces in Iraq. In this period, during
which American soldiers left the barracks
and were more visible in the field, the US
military capacity in and around Baghdad was
strengthened, US forces were transferred
from large bases to guard posts in the field.
As part of this new policy, the US has established strong ties with Sunni tribal leaders,
thus forming Sahwa (Awakening) troops with
Sunni Arab tribes in exchange for “financial,
military and political” assistance to get their
support in the war against radical Sunni armed
groups.9 Some of the Sahwa forces joined the
Iraqi security forces in this process.

US forces formally withdrew from
Iraq without declaring victory by
the end of 2011 despite the
arguments that Iraqi security forces
were not capable enough for the
transition process in the country.

On the other hand, when the effects of the
civil war were considerably diminishing towards
the end of 2007, the US felt more comfortable
and decided to reduce the number of troops
in the country as suggested by Petraeus. Especially after Barack Obama took office as
President of the United States in 2008, the
mission in Iraq was built on withdrawing with
minimal damage. Indeed, US forces started
Report No: 17

to withdraw from Iraqi cities in mid-2009 in
the context of implementing the Statute of
Forces Agreement (SOFA) on strategic and
security cooperation made between Iraq and
the US in the Bush period in October 2008.
This envisaged the withdrawal of US forces
from Iraq at the end of 2011. The agreement
also envisaged the deployment of a limited
number of US troops to a limited number of
military bases to train Iraqi security forces
and provide logistical support.10 US forces
formally withdrew from Iraq without declaring
victory by the end of 2011 despite the arguments that Iraqi security forces were not capable enough for the transition process in
the country.
Apart from NATO’s programmes in Iraq,
the US also provided varied types of military
aid to Iraq. In 2011, an agreement was inked
between Iraq and the US to sell thirty six F-16
fighter jets which would be gradually delivered
to Iraq as of 2011.11 In this regard, after Iraq’s
commitment to purchase F-16 fighter jets, a
group of Iraqi pilots participated in a training
programme in the US that started in the autumn of 2010 and lasted from 12 to 17 months.
On the other hand, Iraq purchased from the
US two patrol boats, also known as “swift
ship”, in August 2011 to protect the oil platforms in the Persian Gulf.12 These steps, which
aimed to improve the capabilities of the Iraqi
army in the air and on the sea, provided significant benefits for the army in terms of developing global military cooperation areas.
However, after the US’s withdrawal from Iraq
in 2011, there have been changes in the organization, armament, equipment, and duties
of the security agencies in Iraq. The agencies
mentioned above have determined their own
principles and procedures depending on the
nature of the political atmosphere and security
situation in the region faced by Iraq. In addition,
NATO’s Iraq Mission, which operated between
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2004-2011, provided training in Iraq to more
than 5 thousand soldiers from the Ministry of
Defence and to more than 10 thousand personnel from the Ministry of the Interior, while
more than 2 thousand personnel from the
Iraqi security forces were trained in NATO
member states or NATO allied countries.13 In
this period, NATO provided military aid including
military equipment of more than 115 million
Euros to Iraq and spent 17.5 million Euros for
the expenses of training in the private facilities
of NATO. However, the then-NATO Secretary
General, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, announced
on 12th December 2011 that the training mission
in Iraq would be terminated on 31st December
due to failure in the negotiations with the
Iraqi government regarding the immunity of
NATO elements in the country.14
Following the 2010 parliamentary elections,
Iraqi security agencies, which were considered
unqualified, had to quickly enter the process
of fortification. Although the steps taken during
the second term of Prime Minister Nouri alMaliki significantly changed the structure of
the security bureaucracy, Iran’s influence on
institutions gradually increased because of
Maliki’s biased and discriminatory attitude.
In addition, Maliki’s representation of the Ministries of Defence and the Interior in the last
term of his Prime Ministry did not only weaken
the security institutions and triggered security
problems in Iraq, but also enabled the terrorist
organization ISIS to gain space. Seizure of big
cities and lands in Iraq by ISIS, which emerged
in Iraq and Syria in June 2014, was an indication
that Maliki failed to contribute enough to the
security forces but rather separated them
during his two-terms as prime minister. Hence,
the US, which withdrew in 2011, has re-increased the number of soldiers and its military
capacity in Iraq by establishing an international
coalition against ISIS, one of the world’s
largest military coalitions, where 82 countries

have come together to fight ISIS at the request
of the Iraqi government.15 Following the US,
NATO, which served in Iraq from 2004 to 2011,
also decided to send military instructors to
Iraq in 2016.16

2) Constitutional Framework of
Security Agencies
The Constitution of Iraq, adopted in 2005,
contains numerous provisions describing the
constitutional framework, tasks and appointment processes of the Iraqi armed forces and
security services.17 Pursuant to Article 110
paragraph 2 of the constitution, formulating
and executing national security policy fall
under federal government authority. This includes establishing and managing armed
forces to ensure the protection and guarantee
the security of Iraq’s borders, and defending
Iraq.
Article 78 of the constitution states that
the prime minister directs the Council of Ministers and presides over its meetings and is
the commander-in-chief of the armed forces.
However, according to Article 80 paragraph
5, the Council of Ministers can recommend to
the Council of Representatives that it approve
the appointment of the chief of staff of the
armed forces and his deputies, division commanders or higher, the director of the National
Intelligence Service, and heads of security institutions. Article 61 paragraph 5/C of the
constitution stipulates that the parliament
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shall approve the appointments of “the Iraqi
Army Chief of Staff, his deputies, those of the
rank of division commander and above, and
the Director of the Intelligence Service, based
on a proposal from the Council of Ministers”.
In Iraq, compared to the prime minister,
the president’s role in political mechanisms
and in security agencies is mostly symbolic.
Indeed, Article 73 paragraph 9 of the constitution grants the president within this symbolic
frame the authority “to perform the duty of
the High Command of the Armed Forces for
ceremonial and honorary purposes”.
Article 9 of the constitution consists of two
sections and comprises only the definitions
and assignments of the Iraqi armed forces
and security services. Paragraph 1/A states
that “the Iraqi armed forces and security services will be composed of the components of
the Iraqi people with due consideration given
to their balance and representation without
discrimination or exclusion and shall be subject
to the control of the civilian authority and
have no role in the transfer of authority”.
Paragraph 1/B of the same contains a provision
which reads as follows: “The formation of
military militias outside the framework of the
armed forces is prohibited”. But we need to
underline that these articles do not have a
real significance. This is because, as is discussed in detail in part three, almost all
security agencies have been built in the context
of ethnic and sectarian lines and, in particular,
all appointments of top officials are performed
within the frame of this sharing. It will be
seen that the aforementioned paragraph 1/A
does not make sense given that the Hashd alShaabi organization, the umbrella organization
of the militia groups in the country, acts uncontrolledly outside of state policies although
being based on a legitimate framework with
a decree of the prime minister.
Report No: 17

Article 9, paragraph 1/C of the constitution
also points out that the members of the armed
forces should exhibit an independent attitude
in electoral processes. In this regard, it contains
the following provision: “The Iraqi armed
forces and their personnel, including military
personnel working in the Ministry of Defence
or any subordinate departments or organizations, may not stand for election to political
office, campaign for candidates, or participate
in other activities prohibited by Ministry of
Defence regulations. This ban includes the
activities of the personnel mentioned above
acting in their personal or professional capacities. No provision in this Constitution shall
prejudice the right of these personnel to cast
their vote in the elections”.
Article 9, paragraph 1/D gives details about
the duties of the Iraqi National Intelligence
Service and includes the following phrase:
“The Iraqi National Intelligence Service shall
collect information, assess threats to national
security, and advise the Iraqi government.
The Service shall operate in accordance with
the principles of human rights”. Furthermore,
Article 84 paragraph 1 of the constitution stipulates that “a law shall regulate the work and
define the duties and authorities of the security
institutions and the National Intelligence Service. These agencies shall operate in accordance
with the principles of human rights and be
subject to the oversight of the Council of Representatives”. Paragraph 2 of the same underlines the fact that the National Intelligence
Service is attached to the Council of Ministers.
The Iraqi constitution indicates that the
crimes committed by members of the armed
forces and security institutions will be referred
to the military judiciary. Indeed, Article 99 of
the constitution reads as follows: “A law shall
regulate the military judiciary and specify the
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Directorate of
Border Crossings
Border Security
Forces
Energy Police
Directorate

Commander of
Federal Security Affairs
Agency Mohammed
Nima al-Hassan

Federal Intelligence
and Investigation
Agency
Commander of Police
Imad Muhammed
al-Dulaimi
Commander of
Emergency Response
Forces Thamir
Ismail al-Husseini
Commander of
Federal Police
Forces Jafar al-Battat

Minister of Interior
Uthman al-Ghanimi
Head of Hash
al-Shaabi
Falih al-Fayyad
National Security
Advisor
Qasim al-Araji

Chief of Navy
Ahmed Jasim Maarij
Chief of Army
Aviation Samir Zaki
Chief of Air Defence
Maan al-Saadi
Chief of Air Force
Shihab Jahid
Ali Zengene
Commander of
Ground Forces Qasim
Muhammad Salih

Infographic 1: Main Security Institutions Chart in Iraq

Director of National
Security Service
Abdul Ghani al-Asadi
Joint Operations
Command
Director of
Counter-Terrorism
Service Abd al-Wahab
al-Saadi

National
Intelligence Service

Establishing the order in Iraq based on
ethnic and sectarian fault lines following the
2003 occupation has influenced the security
mechanism as much as it affected the functioning and structure of politics. This is because
Iraq, which has failed to transform in many
areas such as infrastructure, economy, and
security after the occupation, is defined as a
failed state. This state of failure has not only
facilitated the increase of corruption within
the security sector, but also paved the way
for the sector to remain under the influence
of different political groups. The fact, that the
prime minister and minister of the interior
are Shiite and the minister of defence is Sunni,
has affected the way security agencies look
like especially in the context of the quota system. The influence of Shiites in the new order
of the country has been directly reflected in

Minister of Defence
Juma Inad Saadoun

3) Main Security Agencies in Iraq

Commander-in-Cihef of Iraqi Armed Forces
Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi

During the Saddam Hussein period, young
people over 18 were subjected to compulsory
military service, in which the term of enlistment
was 1.5 years for university graduates and 3
years for others. However, compulsory military
service was eliminated because of the dissolution of the regular army after the US occupation of Iraq in 2003. This was also reflected
in the 2005 constitution, and in this regard,
Article 9, paragraph 2 stipulated that “military
service shall be regulated by law”. Compulsory
military service has come to the fore again
especially after the emergence of ISIS. The
Defence and Security Commission in the parliament drafted a law for compulsory military
service in 2016 and 2019, but the draft was
not finalized.18

Civil Defence
Directorate

jurisdiction of military courts, which are limited
to crimes of a military nature committed by
members of the armed forces and security
forces, and within the limits established by
law”.
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the functioning of the security agencies and a
structure in which the Shiite groups are strong
has emerged.
On the other hand, the political order is directly affected by every process and disintegration in the country, which also makes security institutions fragile and forces them to
take sides. Along with the occupation, the influence of Iran and pro-Iranian Iraqi Shiite
militia groups has been instrumental in the
seizure of almost one-third of the country’s
territory by ISIS, which emerged in 2014, and
then in maintaining its upward trend. This
trend has seriously damaged the security
agencies in the country. Although the seizure
of Mosul and other regions by ISIS has fundamentally changed the order and organization
of security agencies, the institutions that will
be discussed in detail consist of official military
and security forces that report to the Ministry
of Defence, the Ministry of the Interior and

the Council of Ministers, thus, the prime minister.

A) Ministry of Defence
The Ministry of Defence was
dissolved by the Coalition
Provisional Authority (CPA)
Order Number 2 of 2003
and was formally re-established by CPA Order
Number 67 of 21 March 2004.
In the interim period, the activities of the Ministry of Defence were carried out by the CPA
Office of Security Affairs. In the post-occupation
order in Iraq, the “Ministry of Defence” is reserved for Sunni political parties in accordance
with the practices. All the ministers who have
taken office after the elections held on 3rd
January 2005 have been elected from Sunni
groups although the first two ministers were
Shiite.

Table 1: Ministers Of Defence From 2003 to Present

MINISTERS OF DEFENCE FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect – Ethnicity

Ali Allawi

April - June 2004

Baghdad

Shiite – Arab

Hazim al-Shaalan

June 2004 - June 2005

Diwaniya

Shiite – Arab

Saadoun al-Dulaimi

June 2005 - March 2006

Anbar

Sunni – Arab

Abdul Qadir Obeidi

March 2006 - December 2010

Baghdad

Sunni – Arab

Saadoun al-Dulaimi

August 2011 - October 2014

Anbar

Sunni – Arab

Khaled al-Obaidi

October 2014 - August 2016

Mosul

Sunni – Arab

Erfan al-Hiyali

January 2017 - January 2019

Anbar

Sunni – Arab

Najah al-Shammari

June 2019 - May 2020

Baghdad

Sunni – Arab

Juma Inad Saadoun

May 2020 -

Saladin

Sunni – Arab
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Out of USD 112 billion of the Iraqi budget
approved for 2019, about USD 17.3 billion was
allocated to the Iraqi army operating under
the Ministry of Defence.19 About 300,000 troops,
including officers and generals, operate in
the army. The Ministry of Defence manages
the Iraqi armed forces consisting of land,
naval and air forces, as well as monitors the
activities of the Joint Operations Command,
which will be addressed under a separate
title.
The following units are organized within
the Ministry of Defence:

1. General Secretariat of the
Ministry of Defence
The General Secretariat is considered as
the ring connecting the Minister of Defence
and the Chief of the General Staff in the chain
of command. The General Secretariat is run
by a civilian without a military rank named
Jabbar Thajil, who is close to the al-Sadr
movement led by Shiite leader Muqtada alSadr.

2. General Staff
It ensures the control
and coordination of all
command posts, directorates, and forces subordinate to the Ministry of
Defence in matters such
as “military operations”
and “administrative affairs related to military
operations”. Babaker Baderkhan Shawkat Zebari of Kurdish origin served as the Chief of
the General Staff from 2003 to 2015. Zebari
was replaced by General Uthman al-Ghanimi
of Shiite origin in July 2015. Deputy Commander
of Joint Operations, General Abd al-Amir
Rashid Yarallah of Shiite origin, was appointed
as the new Chief of Staff of the Iraqi Army in
June 2020 after Ghanimi joined the Kadhimi
cabinet as Minister of the Interior.20
• General Directorate of Intelligence and
Security is in charge of all security and intelligence matters related to the forces
and personnel of the Ministry of Defence
and the security and intelligence in the re-

Table 2: Chiefs of The General Staff From 2003 to Present

CHIEFS OF THE GENERAL STAFF FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Babaker Baderkhan
Shawkat Zebari

2003 - July 2015

Mosul

Sunni - Kurdish

Uthman al-Ghanimi

July 2015 - May 2020

Diwaniya

Shiite - Arab

Abd al-Amir Rashid Yarallah

June 2020 -

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

The following units are
organized within the
General Staff:
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gions where the forces under the Ministry
of Defence operate.
• Operations Department is responsible for
monitoring all military operations of the
forces under the Ministry of Defence.
• Department of Education oversees all general and individual training activities under
the Ministry of Defence.
• Administration Department oversees all
administrative and corporate affairs of the
forces and personnel of the Ministry of
Defence.
• Logistics (al-Mira) Department is responsible for supplying the forces and employees
of the Ministry of Defence.
• General Military Inspectorate is tasked
with assessing all military and institutional
competence of the forces and employees
subordinate to the Ministry of Defence.
• General Directorate of Armament and
Equipment is responsible for all armament
and naval affairs of the forces and employees subordinate to the Ministry of De-

3. Ground Forces
The Ground Forces,
re-established on 3rd May
2006, consist of 14 military divisions, all of which
are infantry. About 200
thousand soldiers and officers operate in the
Ground Forces. All divisions under the Command are infantry divisions, except the armoured 9th Battalion, which
consists of US made M1A1 and Hungarian
made T72 model tanks. The 1st Rapid Response
Division, which has similar weapons and equipment as the Counter-Terrorism Service, is
considered one of the most important divisions
of the Ground Forces Command. Currently,
the Joint Operations Command is coordinating
all the soldiers that operate under the umbrella
of the Ground Forces.1 The current task of
the Command is to provide logistical and administrative supplies to its forces.
Considering that all commanders of Ground
Forces who have served after 2003 are of
Sunni origin, we understand that this post is
reserved for Sunni groups within the framework
of the quota system. The Commander of AlJazeera operations, Major General Qasim

fence.
Table 3: Commanders of The Ground Forces From 2003 to Present

COMMANDERS OF THE GROUND FORCES FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Ali Ghaidan al-Otaibi

2006-2014

Diyala

Shiite - Arab

Riyadh Jalal Tawfeeq

2014 - 2018

Nineveh

Sunni - Arab

Juma Inad Saadoun

2018 - May 2020

Saladin

Sunni - Arab

Qasim Muhammad Salih

May 2020 -

Anbar

Sunni - Arab
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Muhammad Salih, the Commander of Anbar
operations, Major General Nasser Al-Ghannam,
and the Commander of Nineveh operations,
Major General Noman Al-Zobaie, were nominated for the post of commander of Ground
Forces after the election of Juma Inad Saadoun
of Sunni origin, who was very active in the
fight against ISIS between 2014 and 2017, as
defence minister for Kadhimi’s cabinet in
May.21 Prime Minister Kadhimi assigned Major
General Qasim Muhammad Salih of Sunni
Arab origin as the commander of the Ground
Forces.22

4. Air Force
The Iraqi Air Force has
also been rebuilt as part
of a programme to create
a new defence force. The
Air Force which is reported
to have only 35 personnel

when it became operational back in 2004,
consists of 5000 to 7000 soldiers and officers
today.
The Iraqi Air Force, which has been undergoing rapid reconstruction since 2005, is
responsible for controlling borders and national
property and conducting air operations. The
Iraqi Air Force currently has about 50 F16
fighters, Russian Aero-159, Russian SU25 and
American type C130 and Antonov An-32 military
transport aircraft and is known to have a
large number of SB7L-360 Seeker and CH2000 light reconnaissance aircraft.23
Shihab Jahid Ali Zengene 2019 - Erbil
Sunni - KurdishAll Air Force Commanders
that have served after 2003 have been selected
from among Kurds. Indeed, a Kurdish-origin
major general, Shihab Jahid Ali Zengene, has
been the chief of the Iraqi Air Force since
2019.

Table 4: Commanders of The Air Force From 2003 to Present

COMMANDERS OF THE AIR FORCE FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Kamal al-Barzanji

2003 - 2008

Sulaymaniyah

Sunni - Kurdish

Anwar Hamad Amin

2008 - 2019

Kirkuk

Sunni - Kurdish
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5. Air Defence Command
The Air Defence Command was established
in 1993 but dissolved in 2003 after the
occupation. The Command, re-established in 2011, is tasked with
protecting Iraqi airspace, targets,
and vital regions, and allowing aircraft to pass through Iraqi airspace.
The Air Force is in charge of military
aircraft operations, whereas the Air Defence Command uses missiles, cannons and
medium-sized antiaircraft. Tasked with protecting the sovereignty of Iraqi airspace, the

Command has the Avenger Fire and Russian
Pantsir-S1 air defence systems consisting of
anti-aircraft missiles and radars, as well as
American Stinger-type ballistic missiles.24
Maan Zaid Ibrahim al-Saadi J u n e
2020 - Baghdad Shiite – ArabIn June
2020, General Jabbar Obeid Kadhim alDaraji was replaced by General Maan
Zaid Ibrahim al-Saadi, Commander of
the Counter-Terrorism Brigade responsible
for security in Kirkuk, as the chief of the Air
Defence Command, which has about 5000
personnel and is reserved for Shiite groups.

Table 5: Air Defence Commanders From 2003 to Present

AIR DEFENCE COMMANDERS FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Jabbar Obeid Kadhim al-Daraji

2011 - 2020

Baghdad

Shiite – Arab

6. Army Aviation Command
The Army Aviation Command,
founded in 1980, is tasked with the
management and command of the
military helicopters of the Iraqi
Armed Forces. The Army Aviation
Command is separate from the Iraqi
Air Force. It provides close air support and

air protection to ground troops, as well as
targets acts of terrorism. It currently has
175 active helicopters, including 15 attack
helicopters such as Russian-made Mi35M and Mi-28NE, US-made OH-58,
and the French-made Gazelle.25 About
3000 personnel work there under the
command of General Samir Zaki, of Shiite
origin.

Table 6: Army Aviation Commanders From 2003 to Present

ARMY AVIATION COMMANDERS FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect – Ethnicity

Hamid al-Maliki

2004 - 2020

Basra province

Shiite – Arab

Samir Zaki

January 2020 -

Baghdad

Shiite – Arab
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The Iraqi Navy, which was established in
Basra with four small ships in 1937, started
training volunteers as the Iraqi Coastal Defence
Force (ICDF) in January 2004. It was renamed as the Iraqi Navy in January
2005. It performs operational tasks
against smuggling and infiltration,
including management of borders
and waterways and field protection
of ports and oil assets in the Persian
Gulf.

vessels, including only a few patrol and rocket
boats. Iraqi Naval Forces have already got
Italian made patrol boats such as Saettia MK4,
PC 15-meter Type 200, PBR 12.5-meter Type
2010, PBR 9.5-meter Seaspray and US-made
patrol boats such as PB 35 1455-E 1208,
PBR 7.7-meter Defender, PBR RHIBs.
In addition to these, the Command
has also got support vessels such
as OSV 401 and River Hawk, Predator
NHS 615 type Chinese patrol boats,
and a Soviet Union-era Sov T-43
Yevgenya type minesweeper.

The Naval Forces, whose headquarters is
in Basra, the only region of Iraq with an
opening to the sea, has a naval base in the
Umm Qasr port. The capacity of the current
Iraqi Navy is quite weak compared to the
Naval Forces that existed before the US occupation. It consists of a small number of

Among the main tasks of the navy are to
protect coastal waters, stop oil and weapons
smuggling and protect offshore platforms in
oil exports. About 3500 personnel work in the
navy. Since 2015, General Ahmed Jasim Maarij
of Shia-origin has been the chief of the Navy
and Coast Guard Command.

7. Navy and Coast Guard Command

Table 7: Navy and Coast Guard Commanders From 2003 to Present

NAVY AND COAST GUARD COMMANDERS FROM 2003 TO PRESENT

Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Muhammad Jawad
Kadhim

2004 - 2005

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Ali Hussein Ali

2005 - 2009

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Salam Muhammad
Ahmed

2009 - 2015

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Ahmed Jasim Maarij

2015 -

Baghdad

Shiite – Arab
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B) Joint Operations Command
The Joint Operations
Command is a temporary
military command established in collaboration with all security
agencies in Iraq to ensure control over military
and security operations in different parts of the country. The decision number 75 issued by the Iraqi Council of Ministers
on 22nd February 2017 and the decision issued
by former Prime Minister Adil Abd al-Mahdi
on 14th September 2019 include details on the
management scheme of the Joint Operations
Command. In this context, it is envisaged that
the prime minister will be the commanderin-chief of oint operations, and the deputy
chief of the general staff will be the deputy
commander-in-chief. The decisions also stipulate that there will be representatives from
the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of the
Interior, the National Intelligence Service, the
National Security Service, the Counter-Terrorism Service, the Ground Forces, the Air
Force, the Air Defence Command, Hashd alShaabi and the Ministry of Peshmerga under
the umbrella of the command.26

The Joint Operations Command, which
constitutes the highest centre of Iraqi security
forces and supervises all operation commands,
was initiated with the establishment of the
Baghdad Operations Command in 2007 and,
over time, operation commands have been
established in various provinces of Iraq. The
command posts conduct and control all operations against terrorist organizations. In
November 2014, the then Prime Minister
Haidar al-Abadi assigned new commanders
for the Operation Commands of Anbar, Baghdad, Basra, and Samarra as part of reforming
the Iraqi security sector. There were no operation commands in Babylon, Saladin, and
Samarra until 2013. They were established to
support advanced operations in the fight
against ISIS.27
After Prime Minister Kadhimi assigned
Deputy Commander of Joint Operations, Lieutenant General Abd al-Amir Yarallah, of Shiite
Arab origin, as the new chief of staff of the
Iraqi army. Yarallah was succeeded by Lieutenant General Abd al-Amir al-Shammari, of
Shiite Arab origin.
Eleven local commands operate in the
Joint Operations Command headquartered in
Baghdad:

Infographic 2: Representatives under the Joint Operations Command Roof
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1. Baghdad Operations Command
The Baghdad Operations
Command, established in
February 2007, is headquartered in Baghdad. The command is responsible for the
security of Baghdad and its
surroundings that have been formed
by the merger of areas of responsibility of the
former Karkh and Rusafa Operations Commands. The sheltered Green Zone and important facilities in Baghdad are protected by
the troops affiliated to the Joint Operations
Command. Baghdad Operations Command
stands out because it ensures the security of
the capital and has got more resources than
other commands.28 However, the uncontrolled
activities of Iraqi Shiite militias, proxy militia
groups and Sadr-backed groups in Baghdad,
which act out of the command, are thought to
significantly increase its workload. Lieutenant
General Jalil Jabbar al-Rubaie, who had been
in command since 2016, was dismissed for
using violence against protesters during the
demonstrations that broke out in October
2019. Rubaie was replaced by Lieutenant General Qais Al-Mohammedawi but was soon removed from post due to health problems, and
Abdul Hussein Al-Tamimi was appointed. However, in May 2020, Tamimi was also dismissed

on the grounds of health problems and Prime
Minister Kadhimi assigned Lieutenant General
Qais al-Mohammedawi of Shiite origin again
as the Commander of Baghdad Operations.29

2. Nineveh Operations Command
The Nineveh Operations
Command, headquartered
in Mosul, was established
in January 2008. It had to
halt its activities after ISIS
seized Mosul in June 2014.
The command has assumed the
responsibility for all operations to retake the
province of Nineveh from ISIS after it was restructured in April 2015 and trained with the
support of the US-led international coalition.
Troops consisting of Kurds and a Shiite Turkmen brigade known to be close to Iranianbacked militia groups are under the umbrella
of the command to protect Erbil and its surroundings. They are known to have fought together with the pro-Iranian militia group, Ketaib-i Hezbollah, especially during the process
30
of taking Tal Afar back. Following the retirement in 2019 of Major General Najim Abdullah al-Juburi, who had been Nineveh Operations Commander since 2015, General Numan Abdu Zawbai, also a Sunni, was appointed
to replace him.
orsam.org.tr
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3. Basra Operations Command
The Basra Operations Command, headquartered in Basra, was established in August
2007. It is responsible for the
security of Iraq’s commercial
hub and oil-rich Basra province,
including Iraq’s only major port, Umm
Qasr. The command is considered to have
failed to manifest itself as a dominant security
agency in the region due to lack of human resources and has been unable to adequately
prevent the activities of Iraqi Shiite militia
groups. The groups such as the Badr Organization, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq, Saraya al-Salam,
Kata’ib Hezbollah and Saraya al Talia al Horasani that operate under the umbrella of the
militia group, Hashd al-Shaabi, (Hashd alShaabi attaches importance to the province
for its strategic location and wealth), and try
to exist in Basra with regard to security, economy and human resources are standing against
the increasing control of Iraqi security forces
in the region. In particular, the Badr Organization is known to have great influence on
the command. The command is currently
headed by General Qasim Jasim Nazzal alMaliki, of Shiite origin.

4. Jazeera and Badiya
Operations Command
The Jazeera and Badiya Operations Command, which is headquartered in Haditha, a city in
the western Al-Anbar province,
was established in February
2013. It is in charge of military
and security operations in the West Euphrates
River Valley, the westernmost area of Rutba,
the Baghdad-Amman highway, western Ramadi
and some parts of Anbar. The command is
also tasked with the security of the desert re-
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gions of west and southwest Iraq. Hence, it
controls the largest geographic area as it is
responsible for a significant part of the deserts
of Jazeera and Badiya. The command, known
to have insufficient personnel, has received
support from tribes and Shiite militia groups.
Qasim Muhammad Salih was the commander
of the operations from 2016 to May 2020. General Salih was replaced by General Ahmed
Salim al-Utabi, of Shiite Arab origin, after
Prime Minister Kadhimi assigned him as the
ground forces commander in May 2020.

5. Anbar Operations Command
The Anbar Operations Command, headquartered in Ramadi, was established in August 2008. The commanders
of the operations in charge
of the security of Ramadi and
Fallujah and the surrounding desert regions
are generally selected from Sunnis, but not
from the same tribe. Major General Mahmoud
Al-Falahi has been the commander of the operations since 2017. He replaced Ismail alMahlavi following his removal from his post
in January 2017 for disobeying orders. Falahi
has been succeeded by Major General Nasser
Al-Ghannam.

6. Western Nineveh Operations
Command (Rafidain Operations
Command)
The Rafidain Operations Command, established in November 2012 and headquartered
in Nasiriyah, moved with its
entire structure and associated
forces to Nineveh on 1 April 2020
as a result of the increase in ISIS attacks in
the west of Nineveh and has been sharing responsibility with the Nineveh Operations Command for ensuring the security of the region.
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The command has changed its name to the
Western Nineveh Operations Command and
has become responsible for the security of
the western regions of Nineveh, including
Sinjar, Tal Afar and their surroundings. Rafidain
Operations Command has therefore transferred its tasks in the provinces under its responsibility (Dhi Qar, Wasit, Qadisiyah, Maysan,
Musenna) to the security forces affiliated to
the Ministry of the Interior. General Jabbar
Naima Karam al-Tai, of Shiite Arab origin, is
the commander of the operations.

7. Diyala Operations Command
The Diyala Operations Command is headquartered in Baqubah, capital of Diyala and
was established in 2007 originally under the
name Diyala Operations Command. Its name
was changed to Tigris Operations Command
in 2012 after Kirkuk and Saladin were added
to its areas of responsibility. The command
was renamed once again as Diyala Operations
Command in February 2018 after the establishment of the Kirkuk Operations Command
and the Saladin Operations Command.
The command is responsible for Diyala,
the east of Saladin, Tuz Khurmatu, the Alas
and Ajil oil fields, and the surroundings of the
Hemrin Mountains. These regions are also

important for Iran and the Badr Organization,
led by Hadi al-Amiri, which operates under
Hashd al-Shaabi. Diyala is considered the
entry point of Iran to Iraq in economic and
military terms. Saladin is considered important
because it includes Samarra, which is sacred
to the Shiites, and is one of the land connections
of Iran to Syria. It has consolidated its power
especially in the disputed regions between
Baghdad and Erbil in the provinces of Diyala,
Kirkuk and Saladin. When the involvement of
pro-Iran and Tehran Iraqi militia groups in
the KRG’s independence referendum in 2017
and the Kirkuk crisis afterwards is remembered, controlling Diyala and Saladin provides
an opportunity for Iran and militia groups to
intervene in Iraqi Kurdish affairs. Former
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki assigned Hadi
al-Amiri, commander of the Badr Organization,
known to be close to Iran, for the important
part of Diyala’s security responsibility in 2014,
and this did not change during the term of
Maliki’s successor, Haider al-Abadi.31 Although
the Iranian-backed Shiite militia groups are
active in the region, it is thought that regional
sociology is taken into account in the management staff of the command. Likewise, the
Operations Command is led by General Ghassan al-Ezi, a Sunni Arab.
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8. Saladin Operations Command
The Saladin Operations Command, headquartered in Tikrit, was established after ISIS
seized Mosul in 2014. It is tasked with the security of the north of Saladin, including the
cities of Tikrit, Baiji and Shirqat. It is known
that militia groups close to Iran that are under
the umbrella of Hashd al-Shaabi freely carry
out their activities in the region of Saladin.
Abd al-Wahab al-Saadi, who was the commander of the Saladin Operations Command
and was assigned by Kadhimi as the director
of the Counter-Terrorism Service, was removed
from his post due to the problems he had
with Iran-backed militia groups during the
operation to retake Tikrit from ISIS.32 It is
considered that Hashd al-Shaabi has consolidated its area of movement in the region
after this process. Former Ground Forces
Commander Juma Inad Saadoun, who entered
Prime Minister Kadhimi’s cabinet in May 2020
as the minister of defence, also held the post
for a while from 2015. Shiite Arab General
Abd al-Muhsin al-Abbasi has been the commander of the Saladin Operations Command
since 2019.

9. Samarra Operations Command
The Samarra Operations Command, headquartered in
Samarra, was established in
2006 after the bombing of
the tomb of Imam Hassan alAskari, the eleventh of the Ahl
al-Bayt Imams, to whom the Shiites attach
great importance. The command is tasked
with the security of southern Saladin, including
Samarra, an important part of Al-Jazeerah
Desert in the west of Samarra and roads to
northern Baghdad (Baghdad Belts). The fact
that Iraqi Shiite militias, in particular the
groups close to Iran, are overly concerned
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about protecting the tomb of Imam al-Askari
causes problems with the Samarra Operations
Command. The fact that a significant part of
the Samarra population is Sunni increases
the responsibility of the command which assumes an active role in the return of displaced
Sunnis to Samarra. Major General Imad Yassin
al-Zuhairi has been the commander of the
operations since 2014.

10.Central Euphrates
Operations Command
The Central Euphrates Operations Command, headquartered in Najaf, was established before November 2010.
It oversees the military and
security of Karbala and Najaf
sacred to Shiites, the large desert areas in
those regions and the Nukhaib region of South
Anbar. The command’s priorities include ensuring the safety of Shiite pilgrims and preventing ISIS from infiltrating across the desert
into Karbala, Najaf, and Iraq’s southern
provinces. In addition, many Iraqi Shiite militia
groups under the umbrella of the command
gain legitimacy and support to protect pilgrimage routes. When it was first established,
it was led by Osman al-Ghanimi, who was
elected to the Ministry of the Interior in Prime
Minister Kadhimi’s cabinet. General Ali Ghazi
al-Hashimi, of Shiite Arab origin, has been
commanding the operations since October
2019.

11. Kirkuk Operations Command
Following the KRG’s independence
referendum in 2017, Peshmerga
forces were driven out of the
city by an operation of the Iraqi
army and Hashd al-Shaabi on
16th October 2017. In this regard,
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the Iraqi Prime Ministry decided to establish
the Kirkuk Operations Command on 28th October 2017. It is envisaged that the body, which
was actually established under the command
of Saad Harbiyah in February 2019, will be
responsible for maintaining order and security
within the borders of Kirkuk.33 Harbiyah previously served in Anbar, Babylon, west of
Baghdad and east of Anbar.

C) Ministry of the Interior
Following the occupation in
2003, the US-led CPA has not
seriously interfered with the
Ministry of the Interior. After
the occupation, the first cabinet could be announced on 1st
September 2003, after a long pause. Nuri alBadran, a Basra-born Shiite, was appointed

as the first minister of the interior of the new
era. 34 Although the CPA reorganized the Ministry of the Interior into six directorates led
by different political groups to prevent a single
political party from dominating the ministry,
it has not been successful enough in this regard. The ministry is reserved for Shiite groups
in the context of the quota-based system developed after the occupation. In particular,
the Badr Organization, known for its proximity
to Iran, and the State of Law Coalition of
former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki are effective in the Ministry. The Ministry is responsible for oversight, training, and administrative
affairs of security forces other than the army
and has got almost twice the capacity of the
Iraqi Army, with approximately 600,000 armed
personnel.

Table 8: Ministers of The Interior From 2003 to Present

MINISTERS OF THE INTERIOR FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Nouri al-Badran

September 2003 - April 2004

Samir Sumaidaie

April - June 2004

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Falah Hassan al-Naqib

June 2004 - April 2005

Diyala

Sunni - Arab

Baqir Jabr Solagh

April 2005 - 20 May 2006

Maysan

Shiite - Arab

Jawad al-Bolani

June 2006 - December 2010

Diwaniya

Shiite - Arab

Mohammed al-Ghabban

October 2014 - July 2015

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Qasim al-Araji

30 January 2016 - June 2019

Wasit

Shiite - Arab

Yassin Taher al-Yasiri

June 2019 - May 2020

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Uthman al-Ghanimi

May 2020 -

Diwaniya

Shiite - Arab

Shiite - Arab
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1. Security Forces Under the
Ministry of the Interior

Battat, a Shiite Arab, heads the Federal Police
Forces where the Badr Organization, known
for its proximity to Iran, is effective.

a) Federal Police Forces
b) Emergency Response Forces
The Federal Police Forces,
the first core of which was
formed in 2004, were formed
into two separate structures,
one subordinate to the Ministry of the Interior Security
Advisory and the other attached
to the Operations Directorate. Later on, these
two structures were merged and renamed as
Special Forces Command, and then renamed
as National Police Command. These forces
were renamed as Federal Police Forces on
30 April 2009.
The Federal Police Forces affiliated to the
Ministry of the Interior are a kind of gendarmerie unit that has infantry fighting vehicles
such as anti-tank rockets, Humvees and Russian BMP-2s, and vehicles equipped with heavy
weapons. The Federal Police Forces consist
of five combat squads, four combat infantry
battalions equipped with Humvee model armoured vehicles, and an automatic infantry
battalion, as well as infantry division tanks
and armoured personnel carriers. Each battalion of the Federal Police Forces includes
four combat brigades and a commando unit.
The Federal Police Forces have sniper and
anti-tank missile units, artillery units, shortrange missiles, and military engineering infrastructure. The Federal Police Forces employ
approximately 80 thousand personnel and
have got 7 thousand Humvee armoured vehicles, approximately 750 MT-LB, BMB and BTR
armoured vehicles, and 100 T72 and T55 tanks.
The Federal Police Forces, which played a
key role in the operations against the terrorist
organization ISIS, have been deployed in the
regions where there have been security gaps
after the war with ISIS. General Jafar al-
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The Emergency Response Forces, a division
consisting of mobile special
forces attached to the Ministry of the Interior, have
been trained in special warfare as part of the US training
programme. This division has
got short-range artillery, missile
units, about two thousand Humvee type armoured vehicles and 15 thousand personnel.
The Emergency Response Forces, known for
their extraordinary participation in the fight
against ISIS especially in Fallujah and Mosul,
were directly attached to the Ministry of the
Interior in 2017, while they were one of the
teams subordinate to the Federal Police Forces
in the past. After the war with ISIS, some of
the Emergency Response Forces have been
deployed in some regions where tension has
arisen. General Thamir Mohammed Ismail alHusseini, known as Abu Turab, is the commander of the Emergency Response Forces.
Known for his proximity to the Badr Organization, al-Husseini also has close ties with
former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki.

2. Police Service
The Ministry of the Interior Police
Service, established on 2nd
May 2004, is one of the largest
organizations attached to the
Ministry of the Interior in
terms of human resources
and related departments. The
agency, which was previously an extension of the Directorate of General Security
dissolved in 2003, operates in all provinces of
the country, except the provinces in the KRG.
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Local police forces that ensure internal security
and order in provinces operate within the
agency. These forces are affiliated to the security commissions in the provincial assemblies
and are instructed by the Ministry of the Interior. General Imad Muhammed Mahmoud alDulaimi, a Sunni Arab, is the head of the
Police Service.
Tasks of the Police Service are:
• To implement and enforce laws, regulations
and instructions issued by high security
authorities and judicial bodies in coordination with other security agencies.
• To prepare security plans, supervise the
implementation of plans and fight against
crime.
• To participate in some combat missions
through “Police Emergency Units” attached
to this agency.
• To provide protection to citizens during
religious, national, and sporting events and
shows.
Key directorates of the Police Service are:
• Police offices in all Iraqi provinces
• Traffic police offices in all Iraqi provinces
• Emergency aid police offices in all Iraqi
provinces
• Drug Enforcement Directorate
• Facilities and Persons Protection Directorate
• Railway Police Directorate
• Civil Status, Passport and Residence Directorate
• Communication and Information Directorate

3. Federal Security Affairs Agency
The Federal Security Affairs
Agency, founded on 5th May
2004 under the name of the
Ministry of the Interior Power
Support Agency, was renamed as Ministry of the Interior Federal Security Affairs Agency on 26th
October 2011. The agency is headed by General
Mohammed Nima al-Hassan, a Shiite Arab.
The Federal Security Affairs Agency comprises the following institutions:

a) Border Security Forces
The Border Security Forces deployed at
the border points with neighbouring countries consist of
12 brigades and 38 battalions
and have about 40 thousand
personnel. These forces are
tasked with monitoring and
protecting international borders of
Iraq, combating infiltration, smuggling and
sabotage, and protecting public and private
property in border regions. The Border Security
Forces are divided into 14 border gates and 5
border regions. The border forces in the KRG
consist only of elements belonging to the Kurdish law enforcement agency.
The Border Security Forces operate in five
different border regions:
• The first border region comprises the borders of the KRG with Iran and Turkey.
• The second border region includes the
borders of Iraq with Syria, Jordan and
Saudi Arabia through Anbar.

• Directorate for Explosives

• The third border region includes the borders
of Iraq with Iran through Wasit and Diyala.

• Directorate for Historical Artifacts and Heritage Preservation

• The fourth border region includes the borders Iraq shares with Kuwait through Basra,
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and those with Iran through Basra and
Maysan.
• The fifth border region is the borders of
Iraq with Saudi Arabia through Najaf and
Musenna.

b) Energy Police Directorate
The Energy Police Directorate
is tasked with protecting oil
facilities, oil transportation
lines, electrical installations,
and transmission lines. Police
troops in charge of oil pipelines
are mostly centred around the oilfields in Basra and southern Iraq. The Energy
Police Directorate is weaker in terms of
military capability and equipment capacity
compared to the Oil Police which are motorized
units operating under the Iraqi Ministry of
Petroleum. The police forces in charge of the
security of the oilfields in Kirkuk and KRG are
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not under the responsibility of the Iraqi Petroleum Ministry or Ministry of the Interior,
but of the Erbil administration.

c) Civil Defence Directorate
The Civil Defence Directorate provides civil
defence services with the help
of the police forces specialized in areas such as firefighting, rescue and ambulance services and defusing
unexploded bombs.

d) Directorate of Border Crossings
The main task of the Directorate of Border Crossings,
which consists of police units,
is to manage, operate and
protect the border crossings
with neighbouring countries
and maintain the security of government buildings in those regions.
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4. Federal Intelligence and
Investigation Agency
The Federal Intelligence and
Investigation Agency is considered to be one of the most
important security units under the Ministry of the Interior. Founded in 2003, the
agency combats terrorist organizations and organized criminal gangs by collecting and analysing private information about
them and about those who support them and
by issuing the necessary judicial decisions
about them. The Falcons (Arabic: Al-Suquor)
Intelligence Cell is considered the most important unit of this agency. It consists of
special forces that operate in a similar manner
to US forces. This unit has carried out many
successful operations in the fight against terrorism. The agency, headed by General Amir
Saddam al-Maliki, a Shiite Arab, has got 10001500 intelligence and investigation personnel
distributed to all provinces of the country.

D) Counter-Terrorism Service
The Iraqi Special Operations
Forces created by the Coalition Forces after the 2003
invasion were transformed
into the Counter-Terrorism
Service in November 2009. The
Counter-Terrorism Service, an elite military
(commando) unit that operates independently
of the forces subordinate to the Ministry of
Defence is directly attached to the Commander
of the Armed Forces (prime minister) and receives orders only from the prime minister.35
A significant part of its staff has undergone
intensive training by attending training courses
in the United States, Australia and Jordan.
The unit is considered one of the military
forces with the highest capacity among the

elite powers in Iraq in terms of training, armament, military control and combat capability.
It has got armoured vehicles, military transport
aircraft, combat helicopters and the best
weapons and equipment of the special forces,
as well as independent military training institutions.
The Counter-Terrorism Service staff was
trained by the US even after the US’s withdrawal in December 2011, until 2017. The unit
has acted in coordination with the US Special
Operations Forces especially in anti-ISIS operations. It has played a major role in protecting
the Green Zone in Baghdad and clearing cities
such as Tikrit and Mosul from ISIS. While
politicization and militia ties remain a problem
within the Iraqi security forces, the CounterTerrorism Service differs from other security
agencies due to its special training by US soldiers and its sectarian and ethnic inclusiveness.
Former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki however
expanded the Counter-Terrorism Service faster
than the US advisors had suggested and tried
to place names close to the Dawa Party in the
Service.36 Appointments during the Maliki period, especially some names such as Abd alGhani al-Asadi, who was the field commander
of the unit, remained in the same positions
for a long time. The unit, which delivers an
outstanding performance in the fight against
ISIS with its utmost competence in terms of
military capacity, has got 10,000-12,000 personnel and a budget of approximately USD
800 million (2018-2019).37
The Counter-Terrorism Service consists
of three special forces (First Special Operations
Command, Second Special Operations Command, Third Special Operations Command)
and has played a key role in Iraq in particular
in the fight against ISIS and the later restoration
of the cities that were formerly under the
control of terrorist organizations. General
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Talib Shigati of Shia origin, known to be close
to Iran, directed the Counter Terrorism Service
between February 2007 and May 2020. General
Abd Al-Wahab Al-Saadi, who was the deputy
director of the unit and known to be close to
the United States, was removed from his post
by a political decision in 2019 during the term
of Prime Minister Adil Abd al-Mahdi. However,
Saadi, one of the important names in the fight
against ISIS, was assigned as the director of
the Counter Terrorism Service with a decree
published by Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi in May 2020.38

tivities in various fields such as combating
terrorism, espionage and organized crime,
economic crimes and drug-related offences.

E) National Intelligence Service

The operational capability of the service
has recently gained strength in combating
ISIS and is considered to be in close contact
with the US. Muhammad Abdullah al-Shahwani
of Sunni-origin and Zuhair al-Sabawi of Shiite-origin were the directors of the agency
from 2004 to 2009 and 2009 to 2016, respectively. Then-Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
assigned Mustafa al-Kadhimi of Shiite-origin,
known to be close to the US, as the director
of the service in 2016.40 No one has yet been
appointed to the head of the service to replace
Kadhimi after Kadhimi became prime minister
in May 2020.

The National Intelligence
Service was re-established
in April 2004 by Order Number 69 of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) led
by Paul Bremer.39 The service
is tasked with gathering information and assessing threats to national security, and advises
the Iraqi government in this regard and provides intelligence support to various classes
of armed forces. Among activities of this unit
are gathering information and managing intelligence-related operations. In addition to
preventing sabotage and smuggling from Iraqi
national wealth and natural resources, these
activities also comprise various intelligence
gathering and intelligence management ac-

Many observers claim that the
National Intelligence Service is the
least penetrated agency by Iran,
which has an influence on almost
all security agencies in the country.

The National Intelligence Service is weaker
in terms of capability and influence compared
to other Iraqi security agencies. Foreign operations of the institution have been limited

Table 9: Directors of The National Intelligence Service From 2003 to Present

DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE FROM 2003 TO PRESENT
Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Mohammed Abdullah
al-Shahwani

2004 - 2009

Mosul

Sunni – Arab

Zuhair al-Sabawi

2009 - 2016

Nasiriyah

Shiite – Arab

Mustafa al-Kadhimi

2016 - May 2020

Baghdad

Shiite – Arab
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since all governments after 2003 have focused
on security operations within the country.
Many observers claim that the National Intelligence Service is the least penetrated agency
by Iran, which has an influence on almost all
security agencies in the country.

F) National Security Service
On 28 June 2004, the Ministry of State for National Security Affairs was created in
the Interim Government led
by Ayad Allawi, which replaced the CPA led by Paul
Bremer, and Qassim Daoud became the first Minister of State for National
Security Affairs. However, the Ministry was
dissolved because of a decrease in number of
ministries in the second government of the
then Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki in December 2010. The dissolved Ministry was later
transformed into the National Security Service.
The National Security Service has directorates in all provinces of Iraq except the KRG
and its employees wear civilian clothes. It
deals with all national security issues within
the Iraqi territory. The task range of the institution consists of a wide range of activities
such as gathering and analysing intelligence
about terrorist organizations and anti-state
groups, monitoring and observing opposing
political actions, monitoring the work of nongovernmental organizations and foreign companies operating in Iraq, detecting administrative and financial corruption, fighting economic crime in the fields of drug and arms
trafficking, revealing attempts to sabotage
the country’s infrastructure, in particular oil
and electricity fields, following the statements
made by neighbouring countries on Iraqrelated issues, monitoring public opinion and
opposition media, fighting all kinds of espionage
and detecting attempts by foreign agencies

to infiltrate state security, and performing
security audits of mobile phone companies.
The National Security Service deals with Iraqi
citizens that act against the country’s security,
while the National Intelligence Service deals
with foreign elements that try to harm the
country’s security from outside or inside Iraq.
On 4th July 2020, General Abdul Ghani alAsadi of Shiite origin, who previously served
in the Counter-Terrorism Service, was assigned
as director of the National Security Service,
replacing Falih al-Fayyad, a Shiite politician
known for his proximity to Iran, who had been
directing the National Security Service since
2011.41

G) National Security Advisory
On 4th April 2004, the Coalition Provisional Authority
(CPA) promulgated Order
Number 68 on the establishment of the Ministerial
Committee for National Security to facilitate and coordinate national security policy among the ministries
and agencies in Iraq.42 The administrator of
the CPA, Paul Bremer, became the chair of
the Ministerial Committee for National Security
pursuant to the order. After transfer of authority
by the US to the Iraqi side, the Iraqi Prime
Minister has become the chair of the committee. The administrator of the CPA, the
minister of defence, the minister of the interior,
the minister of foreign affairs, the minister of
justice, and the minister of finance have been
permanent members of the committee. Other
ministers may also participate in specific
meetings of the committee at the request of
the chair, while senior military advisors and
the director of the National Intelligence Service
act as advisors to the Ministerial Committee
for National Security. On the other hand, in
the first year of the occupation, the commander
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of the Multi-National Force operating in Iraq
could also be invited to the committee meetings, which the US and British ambassadors
to Iraq were also attending. Pursuant to Order
Number 68, the position of national security
advisor was established to serve as the primary
advisor to the chair of the Ministerial Committee for National Security matters.
Following the transfer of authority and
sovereignty to the Iraqi government after a
while, the name of the Ministerial Committee
for National Security has been changed to
the Supreme Council for National Security.
The ministers of defence, interior, finance,
foreign affairs and justice as well as the
national security advisor, the director of the
National Intelligence Service, director of the
National Security Service, the chief of the
General Staff and the military advisor to the
prime minister attend the meetings of the
Supreme Council for National Security chaired
by the prime minister. The main mission of
the Supreme Council for National Security is
to supervise the preparation and implementation of security policies and strategies in

the country and to coordinate joint security
efforts among security agencies. The council
aims to address the security and safety of the
state in all aspects of economic, security,
social, cultural, environmental, and other factors and convenes in emergencies and crises.
The main task of the National Security Advisory, which is considered one of the institutions of the Prime Ministry, is to coordinate
the work of and advise to the Supreme Council
for National Security and to present studies
on security. An organization named Al-Nahrain
Centre for Strategic Studies and the Press
Department aiming to observe the visual and
written media about the threats and difficulties
facing national security are operating under
the advisory, which does not have any branches
in the provinces in Iraq. On 4th July 2020,
Prime Minister Kadhimi assigned the former
Minister of the Interior Qasim al-Araji of Shiite
origin, who was one of the first-generation
leaders of the pro-Iranian Badr Organization,
to the position of advisor, replacing Falih alFayyad of Shiite origin.43

Table 10: Advisors of National Security From 2003 to Present

ADVISORS OF NATIONAL SECURITY FROM 2003 TO PRESENT

Name

Tenure

Place of birth

Sect - Ethnicity

Mowaffak al-Rubaie

2004 – 2009

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Falih al-Fayyad

2009-July 2020

Baghdad

Shiite - Arab

Qasim al-Araji

July 2020-

Wasit

Shiite - Arab
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The first step towards
institutionalization of Hashd alShaabi, which was established as a
non-state armed actor, was taken
with the approval of the law
adopted at the session of the Iraqi
Parliament on 26th November 2016
by Iraqi President Fuad Masum on
10th December 2016.

H) Hashd al-Shaabi
Hashd al-Shaabi was founded in 2014 with
the participation of volunteers to fight ISIS
after the jihad fatwa of Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani,
the largest Shiite religious authority
in Iraq, and indirectly joined
the Iraqi security bureaucracy.44 The first step towards
institutionalization of Hashd
al-Shaabi, which was established as a non-state armed
actor, was taken with the approval
of the law adopted at the session of the Iraqi
Parliament on 26th November 2016 by Iraqi
President Fuad Masum on 10th December
2016.45 The militia groups established before
the fatwa of 2014 have also gathered together

under the umbrella of Hashd al-Shaabi, which
has been formed and officialised. The institutionalization efforts initiated by the then Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi has continued and
the structure of Hashd al-Shaabi has been
changed by the decrees issued. The debate
on the status of Hashd al-Shaabi, which is responsible to the prime minister, has intensified
with the declaration of victory against ISIS by
Abadi on 9th December 2017. Different proposals have been made, such as dissolving
the umbrella structure, integrating the organization into the army, transforming it into
provincial guards or protecting its status,
however, Hashd al-Shaabi has preserved its
structure to a large extent. As of 2019, it is
known that 144 thousand Hashd al-Shaabi
militia members were being salaried by the
state.46
The founding purpose of Hashd al-Shaabi
was declared as removing ISIS from Iraqi
lands, protecting the country, mosques and
holy areas, the Iraqi people and assisting
Iraqis who cannot fight.47 Nevertheless, no
single decision-making mechanism could be
established under the umbrella of Hashd alShaabi. Despite the desire to establish a common Hashd al-Shaabi identity, success could
not be achieved in this regard as each group
has prioritized itself. Hashd al-Shaabi, which
consists mainly of Shiite groups but also includes a small number of Sunni and nonMuslim militias, incorporates more than sixty
groups of different sizes, as well as locally
operating small groups. However, in al-Hashd
al-Shaabi, four large groups stand out, which
many small groups declare their loyalty to.
These four groups are the Badr Organization,
Kataib Hezbollah and Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq, known
for their proximity to Iran, and Saraya alSalam, affiliated with Iraqi Shiite leader Muqtada al-Sadr. It is estimated that each organization has 10-25 thousand militia.
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Jamal Jafar Ibrahim, Deputy Head of the
Hashd al-Shaabi Delegation, known as Abu
Mahdi al-Muhandis, was known to had been
very effective on the organization before he
was killed with Iranian Revolutionary Guards’
Quds Force Commander Qasem Soleimani in
a US air strike on 3rd January 2020. In September 2019, Prime Minister Adil Abd alMahdi issued a decree envisaging some
changes in the organizational structure of
Hashd al-Shaabi and dissolved the post of
deputy head of the Hashd al-Shaabi Delegation
and introduced the general secretariat and
general staff posts in addition to the Hashd
al-Shaabi Delegation Presidency. However,
despite all efforts, the impact of al-Muhandis
on the organization had continued until he
was assassinated. After the killing of alMuhandis, he was replaced on 20th February
by Abdulaziz al-Mohammadawi, who is known
by Abu Fadak nickname and is one of the
founders of Kataib Hezbollah. The struggle
on economic, military, and administrative matters in the organization has come to light
after al-Muhandis. The Ansar al-Merjiiyya,
Imam Ali Brigades, Ali Akbar Brigade and
Warrior Abbas Brigade, which are close to
Ayatollah Ali Sistani, the biggest religious authority of Iraq, and which objected to the election of Abu Fadak, left Hashd al-Shaabi because
of disagreements with Iran-backed groups
and were militarily and administratively attached directly to the Prime Minister with a
decree signed on 19th April. The head of the
Hashd al-Shaabi delegation, Shiite politician
Falih Fayyad, directs the organization on behalf
of the prime minister even though the coordination and management of Hashd al-Shaabi
in the field is provided by Abu Fadak. Fayyad
led the National Security Service and was national security advisor for about ten years in
addition to Hashd al-Shaabi. However, after
new assignments by Prime Minister Kadhimi
Report No: 17

to the National Security Service and the position
of national security advisor on 4th July 2020,
Hashd al-Shaabi has become the sole organization in which Fayyad is in charge. Although
Hashd al-Shaabi groups are known by their
widely used militia group names, they are organized as brigades. USD 2.16 billion was allocated to Hashd al-Shaabi from the 2019
Iraqi budget.48

The tendency of most of the
governments, especially those
which came to power after the
occupation, to utilise the power of
military bureaucracy and security
bureaucracy for their own interests
has been deepening the confusion
in military and security
institutions.

Conclusion
Despite the severe shocks encountered
after the abolition of the security agencies in
Iraq following the US invasion in 2003, the security agencies have largely regained their
strength over time. Nevertheless, it is not realistic to say that these institutions are fully
sufficient today. We assess that the obstacles
that negatively affect the activities of the Iraqi
security bureaucracy are the same as the
factors that currently hinder the proper functioning of all public bodies. Ethnic, sectarian
and party differences, increasing corruption
in politics and the government, political interventions against the work of these institutions and numerous decisions taken in this
respect are seen as the main sources of these
obstacles. The tendency of most of the governments, especially those which came to
power after the occupation, to utilise the
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power of military bureaucracy and security
bureaucracy for their own interests has been
deepening the confusion in military and security
institutions. Despite the efforts to strengthen
the security institutions, the ambitions of political groups to consolidate their existence
through the armed forces (this being due to
the security-related and political conditions
surrounding the country, and the direct effect
of the quota system on the security bureaucracy, which emerged in the new order after
2003), have created a convenient atmosphere
in security institutions to lean towards sectarian-based formations. The fact that these
institutions are part of sectarian competition
causes them to miss the security issue, their
core obligation, and become politicized.
On the other hand, the impact on the security bureaucracy of political groups and
militia forces that are close to Iran, and the
uncontrolled movements of these organizations
damage the country’s security sector in terms
of discipline and image as well. Taking into
account the dispersed militia status of some
security forces despite their legal basis as
observed in the case of Hashd al-Shaabi, the
uncontrolled movements of some groups that
are close to Iran and their taking sides in the
US-Iranian tension, and the militia groups
pursuing different agendas despite being
salaried by the Iraqi government, and thus
failing to put the weapons under the control
of the government is the biggest obstacle for
the proper operation of the security agencies
in the country.
In this context, Kadhimi, the new prime
minister of Iraq, which was without a govern-

ment for about 5 months after the resignation
of Prime Minister Abd al-Mehdi on 30th November 2019, has been attracting attention
with his appointments of moderate officials,
especially in the security bureaucracy, that
will not discomfort the street. Kadhimi’s standoff from partisan, unpopular and corrupt
figures in his appointments can be considered
as moves to overcome the above-mentioned
obstacles. Although there are many cases of
corruption and partisan interference in security
agencies, there is also perception that these
cases are less common in security agencies
compared to many other public agencies.
This perception in favour of security agencies is seen among the factors that can consolidate the hand of Kadhimi who aims to
strengthen the central authority and break
Iran’s influence on the security structure. Although his power would not suffice to change
the balance of sectarian and ethnic appointments in the administration, Kadhimi can, to
some extent, stay away from the mistakes of
the past through his appointments in the security bureaucracy. Kadhimi will be distinguished from his predecessors especially if
he can establish state sovereignty within
Hashd al-Shaabi and in the security bureaucracy, purge institutions of radical structures
and manage to break the Iranian hegemony.
This possibility will also facilitate the control
and management of security agencies in the
country. In this regard, we can predict that
security agencies will function with full professional competence in the medium term
when suitable conditions are created.
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